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Hard Shell Word Factory, United States, 2004. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.RIGHT MAN, WRONG TIME: A
romantic getaway vacation--in the pre-Civil War Ozarks? What
if, alone and lost in a Missouri Ozarks cave in the 21st Century,
you stumble through an exit--and land in the lap of an aromatic
man in 1859? Not your idea of the perfect vacation? Then pity
Susa Hildebrand, dependent for survival on a cranky aerial
photographer whose government mission outranks helping her
find her way home, and whose assets include transportation
(mules), food (beans), protection (a rifle), and a lusty aura. She
also has to wear an ugly dress until someone even unluckier
shows up in the dangerous, male-dominated border area.
Bickford Pelletier can be mighty persuasive, though, and if she
has to live in his time, Susa could do a lot worse. But what about
the teenage twins she left behind? A STAR IN THE EARTH: It s
1907. Alerted by her time-traveled parents (MOON NIGHT) that
Jake Livingston, 39, plans to wed Marguerite Desmond, willful
Emilee Schuyier, 19, charges home to Boulder, Colorado to set
him straight. The problem...
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It in one of the most popular publication. It really is writter in easy words and not difficult to understand. You are going
to like how the author write this book.
-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS

Completely essential go through book. This is for all who statte there had not been a worthy of reading through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lydia  Leg r os-- Lydia  Leg r os
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